
Pelagus Sunbed, 2021

Designer:Note Design Studio

Manufacturer:Fritz Hansen

£2,399

DESCRIPTION

Pelagus Sunbed by Note Design Studio for Fritz Hansen.

When the collaborative team of architects and designers at Note Design Studio were seeking inspiration for their

Fritz Hansen Pelagus collection, they had to look no further than the nearest pier in Stockholm to set the mood for

the range. Versati le, spontaneous, and laidback, Note Design Studio intended for the furniture to be ready for action

- and more importantly - inaction. 

Evoking the archipelago of their home, the name 'Pelagus' also alludes to the ancient Greek word to meaning deep

blue sea. The collection has been designed to suit l i festyles as diverse as those in the Stockholm archipelago - both

cosmopolitan and urban, whilst also low-key and grounded in nature.

At home on a leafy porch or by the pool on a hotel terrace, the Pelagus sunbed is a great choice for outdoor

lounging. Made with a solid teak frame that evokes a classic Scandinavian typology while the weatherproof Sling

fabric seat brings a modern edge with its l ightness and transparency. The angle of the seat is perfectly reclined for

whil ing away the hours and the wooden armrests are wide enough for a drink or a book.
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The sunbed also comes with optional cushions providing extra comfort on the seat and back. Covered in our outdoor

fabric the cushion is weatherproof and durable. The fabric and foam are FR treated.

DIMENSIONS

Sunbed: 210.5w x 67.5d x 32cmh

Armrest: 60w x 10d x 21cmh

Cushion: 197w x 63.5d x 3cmh

MATERIALS

Teak FSCTM 100% with fabric sl ing seat in sand colour.

Cushion: Outdoor Texti le with cold foam cushioning available in Ash or Charcoal colour.
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